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Abstract—A fog radio access network (F-RAN) is studied, in
which KT edge nodes (ENs) connected to a cloud server via
orthogonal fronthaul links, serve KR users through a wireless
Gaussian interference channel. Both the ENs and the users have
finite-capacity cache memories, which are filled before the user
demands are revealed. While a centralized placement phase is
used for the ENs, which model static base stations, a decentralized
placement is leveraged for the mobile users. An achievable transmission scheme is presented, which employs a combination of
interference alignment, zero-forcing and interference cancellation
techniques in the delivery phase, and the normalized delivery time
(NDT), which captures the worst-case latency, is analyzed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In their pioneering work [1], Maddah-Ali and Niesen
showed that proactive caching at user terminals combined with
coded delivery over an error-free shared link can significantly
reduce the amount of data that needs to be transmitted over
the shared link, compared to traditional uncoded caching
and unicast delivery of demands. They proposed a novel
centralized coded caching scheme, which creates and exploits
multicasting opportunities across users, significantly reducing
the required delivery rate. Benefits of coded caching extend to
the decentralized setting, where users cache bits independently
from one another [2], [3].
An architecturally dual setting is considered in [4], where
caching is employed at the transmitter side. In this model multiple cache-aided transmitters deliver content over a wireless
channel. In [5], authors address interference management in
a cache-aided network with an arbitrary number of cacheenabled transmitters and users. The proposed delivery scheme
makes use of zero-forcing (ZF) techniques as well as interference cancellation (IC) to satisfy users’ demands. A constantfactor approximation to the sum degrees-of-freedom (sDoF)
in a KT × KR cache-aided interference network with caches
at both ends is provided in [6], by using a combination of
interference alignment (IA) and IC techniques. Cache-aided
interference networks with caches at both ends are studied in
[7] for centralized cache placement, and in [8] for centralized
cache placement at the transmitters and decentralized cache
placement at the users.
Note that in the interference channel model studied in
the aforementioned papers, transmitters must be capable of
caching all the library collectively to be able to satisfy all
demand combinations. Instead, in the cloud-aided fog radio
access network (F-RAN) model studied in [9], edge nodes

Fig. 1: The KT × KR cloud- and cache-aided F-RAN architecture with caches at both the ENs and the users.

(ENs) can fetch contents from the cloud through finite-capacity
frounthaul links. The normalized delivery time (NDT) is
studied in [9] by exploiting a centralized placement phase
and a delivery phase that leverages ENs’ caches as well as
the cloud links. In [10], an F-RAN architecture is considered
with decentralized cache placement at both the ENs and the
users, and an achievable scheme is proposed for two ENs and
an arbitrary number of users. The authors in [11] characterize
the achievable NDT for an F-RAN with a shared cloud link
and centralized cache placement at both the ENs and users.
In this work, we consider an F-RAN consisting of single
antenna terminals with cache capabilities at both the ENs and
the users. Our model considers decentralized placement at
the users’ caches, while caching at the ENs is centralized.
Centralized coordination of the cache contents at the ENs,
which model fixed base stations, is a reasonable assumption,
while decentralized cache placement is needed for mobile
users roaming around. We propose a new decentralized delivery scheme for F-RANs based on the decentralized cache
placement ideas presented in [8] and the soft-transfer delivery
scheme of [9]. This achievable scheme aims to minimize
the NDT taking into account the interplay between the ENs’
caches, users’ caches and the capacity of the cloud links. The
proposed delivery scheme jointly exploits IA, ZF, IC as well

as the ENs’ fronthaul links, and is studied for both serial and
pipelined transmissions.
In comparison with [9], where authors consider an F-RAN
with caches only at the ENs, our model also considers caches
at the user side, similarly to [10], [11]. However, [10] considers
decentralized placement for all the network’s caches, including
those at the ENs, and is limited to two ENs; whereas we
propose an achievable scheme for an arbitrary number of
ENs and users. Unlike [11], we leverage a decentralized
placement phase for the users, and study dedicated cloud links
to each of the ENs. Moreover, in contrast to [9], we do not
assume knowledge of the capacity of the cloud links during
the placement phase, a more realistic assumption since the
future back-haul congestion (hence, the cloud link capacity) is
unknown during off-peak traffic periods. Finally, our delivery
scheme leverages a combination of IA, ZF and IC, compared
to exploiting either IA or ZF or IC (in the presence of user
caches) as in the delivery schemes of [9]–[11].
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider an F-RAN architecture with KT ENs,
EN1 , . . . , ENKT , and KR users U1 , . . . , UKR (see Figure 1).
A cloud server holds a library of N ≥ KR popular files,
W , (W1 , W2 , . . . , WN ), each of size F bits. Each EN and
each user is equipped with a cache memory of size MT F and
MR F bits, respectively. We refer to the global normalized
cache size at the ENs and users as tT , KT MT /N and
tR , KR MR /N , respectively, where tT ∈ [0, KT ] and
tR ∈ [0, KR ]. Furthermore, each of the ENs is connected to
the cloud server via a dedicated fronthaul link of capacity CF
bits per use of the wireless channel.
In the placement phase, all the caches in the network are
filled without the knowledge of users’ demand or the value
of CF . The cache contents of ENi and Uj at the end of
the placement phase are denoted, respectively, by a binary
sequence Pi of length MT F , ∀i ∈ [KT ] , {1, . . . , KT },
and a binary sequence Qj of length bMR F c, ∀j ∈ [KR ].
The cache placement function that maps the library to the EN
cache contents in a centralized manner is known by all the
ENs, while each EN knows only the contents of its own cache.
On the other hand, users leverage a decentralized placement
phase, and each user caches an equal number of bits randomly
from each file in the library. The number of users that will
take part in the delivery process as well as their cache sizes
is unknown during this phase.
The users reveal their requests at the beginning of the
delivery phase. Let Wdj denote the file requested by Uj , ∀j ∈
[KR ], and d , [d1 , . . . , dKR ] ∈ [N ]KR denote the demand
vector. The delivery phase takes place over an independent
and identically distributed additive white Gaussian noise interference channel. The signal received at Uj at time t is:

ENi , and Zj (t) is the additive Gaussian noise term at Uj . We
assume that the channel coefficients H , {hi,j }i∈[KR ],j∈[KT ] ,
and the demand vector d are known by all the ENs and users.
The cloud server maps the demand vector d, the library
W and the channel matrix H to message Ui of length LF ,
Ui , [Ui (1), . . . , Ui (LF )], for i ∈ [KT ], which is sent to ENi
through the fronthaul link. LF is normalized to the symbol
transmission duration over the downlink wireless channel;
and therefore, the message Ui to ENi is limited to LF CF
bits. ENi , ∀i ∈ [KT ], maps d, Ui , H, and its own cache
contents Pi to a channel input vector of length LE , Xi =
[Xi (1), . . . , Xi (LE )]. We impose an average power constraint
P on each transmitted codeword, i.e., L1E kXi k2 ≤ P .
User Uj , ∀j ∈ [KR ], decodes its desired file Wdj using
d, H, its own cache content Qj , and the corresponding channel
output Yj = [Yj (1), . . . , Yj (LE )]. Let Ŵj denote its estimate
of Wdj .The error probability is defined as:


Pe = max max Pr Ŵj 6= Wdj .
(2)
d∈[N ]KR j∈[KR ]

We now introduce the performance measure, NDT, which
accounts for the worst-case latency in the delivery phase [12],
[9].
Definition 1. Delivery time per bit ∆(tT , tR , CF , P ) is
achievable, if there exists a sequence of codes, indexed by
file size F , such that Pe → 0 as F → ∞, and
T (LF , LE )
,
(3)
F
where T (LE , LF ) accounts for the end-to-end latency, and
depends on the transmission approach considered (see Definitions 3 and 4 below).
∆(tT , tR , CF , P ) = lim inf
F →∞

Definition 2. [9] For a given family of codes achieving a
delivery time per bit of ∆(tT , tR , CF , P ), and a fronthaul link
capacity that scales as CF = r log P , the normalized delivery
time (NDT) of the family of codes in the high SNR regime is
defined as:
∆(tT , tR , r log P, P )
δ(tT , tR , r) , lim
.
(4)
P →∞
1/ log P
Our goal in this paper is to characterize the minimum
achievable NDT for a given network. We will refer to the
fronthaul-NDT as δF and the edge-NDT as δE , which are determined by LF and LE , respectively. Following [9], we study
two types of transmission approaches serial and pipelined, as
explained below.

(1)

Definition 3. In serial transmission, the fronthaul and edge
transmissions occur successively; that is, first the cloud server
transmits all the Ui messages to the ENs, after which the
transmission of the Xi messages over the wireless channel
starts, so that T (LF , LE ) = LF + LE . Hence, the NDT is
given by δS = δF + δE .

where Xi (t) ∈ C represents the signal transmitted by ENi ,
hji ∈ C represents the channel coefficient between user j and

Definition 4. In pipelined transmission, the ENs can simultaneously receive information from the cloud server through the
fronthaul links, and transmit information to the users through

Yj (t) =

KT
X

hji Xi (t) + Zj (t),

i=1

the wireless channel. Thus, ENi can start the transmission
of Xi before the reception of Ui is completed. Using the
strategy defined in [9] for this model of transmission, we
have T (LF , LE ) = max{LF , LE }, and the NDT is given by
δP = max{δF , δE }.
III. P ROPOSED CACHING AND TRANSMISSION SCHEME
In this section, an achievable scheme for a KT ×KR cacheaided F-RAN with centralized cache placement at the ENs and
decentralized cache placement at the users is proposed.
A. Placement Phase
The users leverage a decentralized placement phase, which
allows us to exploit coded delivery without relying on centralized planning of the cache contents. To this end, each user fills
its cache with randomly chosen MR F/N bits of each file, so
that the cache capacity constraint is met. On the other hand, the
ENs, which correspond to stationary base stations, leverage the
following centralized placement scheme (see Figure 2): when
tT < 1 each ENi , i ∈ [KT ], stores MT F/N non-overlapping
bits from each file in the library, and the remainders of the
files are accessible only from the cloud server through the
fronthaul links. On the other hand, when tT ≥ 1, each file of
the library is split into two parts, such that, one of the parts is
stored by all the ENs while the other part is stored collectively
across the ENs (each EN caches a distinct part). As a result,
each EN stores (1 − MT /N )F/(KT − 1) non-overlapping bits
of each file of the library plus the same (tT − 1)F/(KT − 1)
bits of each file, fulfilling the memory size constraint. Unlike
[9], the fronthaul link capacity is assumed unknown during the
placement phase; therefore, the placement cannot be optimized
based on CF . This also means that the delivery when tT < 1
is not feasible if CF = 0.
After the placement phase, if MR > 0, each file in the
library is further divided into 2KR subfiles. We denote the
subfile of file i ∈ [N ] stored at ENk , ∀k ∈ ST , and at
users Kj , ∀j ∈ SR , by Wi,ST ,SR , where ST ⊂ [KT ], with
size |ST | ∈ {1, KT }, and SR ⊂ [KR ] of size |SR | ∈ [KR ].
Consider, for example, KR = 3, MR = 1, KT = 3, |ST | = 1
and N = 3. According to the placement phase explained
above, file W1 is divided into 24 subfiles as follows:
W1,1,∅ , W1,1,1 , W1,1,2 , W1,1,3 , W1,1,12 , W1,1,13 ,
W1,1,23 , W1,1,123 , W1,2,∅ , W1,2,1 W1,2,2 , W1,2,3 ,
W1,2,12 , W1,2,13 , W1,2,23 , W1,2,123 , W1,3,∅ , W1,3,1 ,
W1,3,2 , W1,3,3 , W1,3,12 , W1,3,13 , W1,3,23 , W1,3,123 .
In the previous notation, subfile W1,1,13 denotes the subfile of
file W1 stored at EN1 , and users U1 and U3 . Same partition
applies to files W2 and W3 .
Remark 1. By the law of large numbers, the size of the subfile
that is stored by j out of KR users, each of them caching
MR F/N bits from that file, can be approximated by
j 
KR −j

MR
MR
0
1−
F bits.
(5)
F (j) ≈
N
N

Fig. 2: EN placement phase.
The total size of the subfiles of a file that need to be
transmitted to a user requesting that file in the delivery phase,
that is, the subfiles which have not been stored in the cache
of the requesting user, is given by

KX
R −1 
KR − 1
0
F 0 (j) bits.
Fr ,
(6)
j
j=0
We reemphasize that the proposed placement phase is
independent of the user cache capacities, or the fronthaul
links capacities. The proposed delivery scheme exploits a
combination of IA and IC, or ZF and IC (similarly to the
the decentralized transmission approach in [8]).
We highlight the following observations that come from the
availability of caches at the users. When implementing IA,
we can exploit the cache contents of the users to reduce the
number of interfering dimensions at each user. Furthermore,
each of the subfiles of a file will achieve a different NDT,
i.e., the subfiles that are cached at a single user will achieve a
higher NDT than those cached at KR −1 users. The following
expression provides the NDT achieved for the delivery of
subfiles stored in j out of KR users, using a combination
of IA and IC:

KR −1
KR
j
n
o F 0 (j).
δIA (j) =
(7)
KT KR
max KT +KR −(j+1) , j + 1
In the numerator we have the total size of the subfiles that will
be transmitted, while the denominator is the achievable sum
degrees-of-freedom. The first argument in the max in (7) corresponds to the well-known expression of the DoF achievable
by IA in an X-channel. If the subfiles are carefully grouped (as
in [8]) for transmission, the number of interfering dimensions
can be reduced by j thanks to the users’ cache contents.
The second argument corresponds to the joint transmission of
subfiles. Consider, for example, the subfiles W1,1,2 and W2,2,1 ,
requested by U1 and U2 , respectively. These subfiles can be
transmitted simultaneously, as U1 can cancel W2,2,1 (available
in its cache) and U2 can cancel W1,1,2 .
With ZF, the users’ cache contents play a similar role,
the number of users at which interference can be nullified

is increased due to the side information available at the users.
As a result, the following expression provides an upper-bound
on the NDT for the transmission of the subfiles cached by KT
transmitters and j out of KR users, leveraging a combination
of ZF and IC:

KR −1
KR
j
F 0 (j).
(8)
δZF (j) =
min {KT + j, KR }
Again, the numerator in (8) corresponds to the total size of
the subfiles that must be transmitted, while the denominator
corresponds to the DoF. If the files to be transmitted are
carefully selected, the ENs, which share the same information,
can reduce the number of interfering signals at the users by
j. Consider, for example, subfiles W1,1,2 , W2,2,3 and W3,3,1 ,
requested by U1 , U2 and U3 , respectively. These subfiles
can be transmitted simultaneously, and by ZF we can cancel
W2,2,3 at U1 , W1,1,2 at U3 and W3,3,1 at U2 . The interfering
subfiles are available at the interfered user caches, so these
interferences can be canceled. As a result, the desired subfiles
are received interference-free with a DoF of KT + j.
In the proposed placement phase (Section III-A), if tT ≥ 1,
the database is divided into two parts. The first part is divided
into subfiles which are collectively cached across all the ENs,
and the second part is cached by all the ENs. The transmission
from ENs to users is carried out as a combination of IA-IC
and ZF-IC, for these two parts, respectively, which achieves
the following NDT:

KX
R −1 
tT − 1
K T − tT
δIA (j) +
δZF (j) .
δZF −IA =
KT − 1
KT − 1
j=0
(9)
B. Delivery Phase
Next, we present the proposed delivery scheme for serial
transmission. All user demands must be satisfied by the end of
the delivery phase. In the rest of the paper, we assume that each
user requests a different file from the library, corresponding
to the worst-case demand combination.
Edge-Only Delivery: When fronthaul links are not available, i.e., r = 0, all demands must be satisfied from the EN
and user caches, requiring tT ≥ 1. We remark that, during the
placement phase, we do not know the fronthaul link capacities;
and moreover, due to decentralized cache placement we cannot
guarantee any of the bits to be available at user caches; hence
the requirement tT ≥ 1. By exploiting edge-only delivery; we
can achieve an NDT of
e
e
δ e = δE
= δZF
−IA ,

(10)

which is obtained using the combination of IA-IC and ZF-IC
transmission techniques.
Cloud-Only Delivery: Cloud-only delivery is used when
there are no caches at the ENs, i.e., tT = 0. This requires a
non-zero fronthaul link capacity, i.e., r > 0. For this particular
network configuration, the following NDT is achievable:
c
δ c = δE
+ δFc ,

(11)

where
c
δE
=

KX
R −1
j=0

δFc

KR

KR −1
j



min(KR , KT + j)

F 0 (j)
.

KR 0
=
F
KT r r

Where Fr0 is as defined in (6). This NDT is achieved by
using the soft-transfer mode proposed in [9] to transmit the
remaining Fr0 bits of each of the KR requested files, where the
cloud server implements ZF-beamforming and the resulting
encoded signals are quantized and transmitted to the ENs.
Joint Edge and Cloud-Aided Delivery: In general, both
the fronthaul links and the EN caches should be used to deliver
the requested files, when the ENs cannot store the whole
database collectively (0 < tT < 1) . With the placement phase
of Section III-A, part of the requested files are available in each
of the ENs, while the rest of them will be sent through the
fronthaul links. The subfiles that are available at the EN caches
are transmitted using the IA and IC techniques (Section III-A),
and the rest through the soft-transfer scheme. Therefore, the
achievable NDT is given by:
δh =

KX
R −1

tT δIA (j) + (1 − tT )δ c ,

(12)

j=0

where
(
h
δE
δFh

PKR −1
c
tT δIA (j) + (1 − tT )δE
= j=0
.
= (1 − tT )δFc

(13)

IV. M AIN R ESULTS
The following theorems provide an upper-bound on the
achievable NDT for serial and pipelined transmissions.
Theorem 1. For a KT × KR F-RAN with centralized placement at the ENs and decentralized placement at the users, and
a fronthaul capacity of r ≥ 0, the following NDT is achievable
with serial transmission:
(
δS =

min{δ h , δ c } if tT ≤ 1
min{δ e , δ c } if tT ≥ 1

.

(14)

Proof. In serial transmission, the total NDT is the sum of the
fronthaul (δF ) and edge (δE ) delays, which corresponds to
the minimum of the NDTs of the cloud-only delivery or edge
only delivery schemes when tT < 1; and the minimum of
the NDTs of the cloud-only delivery or joint edge and cloudaided delivery when tT ≥ 1. Once the fronthaul link capacity
is revealed, the best transmission scheme is chosen based on
the fronthaul rate and the EN cache size. If fronthaul rates are
low, e.g., high network congestion, edge-only delivery will be
leveraged if tT < 1, or joint edge and cloud-aided delivery if
tT ≥ 1. On the other hand, if the fronthaul capacity is high,
cloud-only approach outperforms the two other schemes.
Theorem 2. For a KT × KR F-RAN with centralized placement at the ENs and decentralized placement at the users,

Fig. 3: NDT vs. MT for edge-only delivery.

Fig. 4: NDT vs. founthaul link capacity (r).

and a fronthaul link capacity of r ≥ 0, the following NDT
with pipelined transmission is achievable:
(
c
h
}} if tT ≤ 1
}, max{δFc , δE
min{max{δFh , δE
.
δP =
e
c
c
if tT ≥ 1
min{max{δE , δE }, δE }
Proof. From the results in [9] for this type of transmission,
we only need to prove the achievability of the fronthaul and
edge delays, which follow from Theorem 1.
V. N UMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present the comparison of the achievable
NDT of the proposed caching and delivery scheme with those
in [9], referred to as STS, in [11], referred to as DYL, and in
[10], referred to as GENE, for cloud and cache aided F-RAN.
We first consider edge-only delivery, i.e., r = 0, by
assuming MT KT ≥ N , or equivalently, tT ≥ 1. In Figure
3 we compare the NDT of the proposed scheme for MR = 1
with STS, which does not take advantage of the user caches.
The transmission scheme in [10] and [11] are omitted as they
require the fronthaul links. The figure illustrates the gains from
user caches in terms of the NDT in an F-RAN. We observe that
as the EN cache size increases, the performance improvement
of the proposed scheme shrinks. This is because, as MT
increases the delivery scheme exploits ZF, and the benefit of
user caches for IC diminishes, and they only account for local
caching gain. However, for limited MT we observe that user
caches provide gains beyond local caching gains thanks to
combining the IA and ZF techniques with IC.
In Figure 4 we consider cloud-only delivery, i.e., MT = 0,
with serial transmission. Here, we plot the NDT performance
with respect to the fronthaul link capacity r. We consider
KT = 2 to be able to compare the result with that of the GENE
scheme. As expected, the NDT decays with r, and saturates to
a fixed value, which essentially characterizes the edge delay. It
must be noted that the STS scheme of [9] does not exploit the
user caches, while the GENE scheme assumes decentralized

Fig. 5: NDT vs. MT for joint cloud and edge delivery.

cache placement at the ENs; and hence, their relatively poor
performance. The GENE scheme performs poorly compared
to the proposed scheme even for high fronthaul link capacities,
this is because GENE employs soft-transfer only for the parts
of the files that are not cached anywhere in the network,
whereas the proposed scheme employs a soft-transfer scheme
that enables ZF at the ENs that also benefits from the receiver
caches. The DYL scheme instead, exploits centralized cache
placement at both the ENs and the users, and as a result it
achieves a lower NDT than the other schemes for large enough
r. The poor performance of the DYL scheme for low r values
is due to the shared fronthaul link assumption.
Joint edge and cloud-aided delivery is considered in Figure
5. We observe that the performance of the proposed scheme
is significantly better than that of the STS scheme, thanks
to the user caches, and to the exploitation of IA, ZF and
IC schemes jointly. The performance of DYL is poor at the

Fig. 6: NDT vs. MT for joint cloud and edge delivery.

beginning (due to the low fronthaul capacity), but thanks to
the centralized placement of users’ caches, it improves with
MT . We emphasize that, even though our scheme exploits
decentralized placement at user caches, the performance gap
with DYL is small. This is thanks to the exploitation of IA,
ZF and IC schemes jointly.
We reemphasize that our scheme does not assume the
knowledge of the fronthaul link capacities. This is motivated
from the practical consideration that the placement and delivery phases are typically carried out over different time frames,
and an accurate prediction of the fronthaul link capacities
during the placement phase is too strong an assumption. The
consequence of this limitation can be observed in Figure 6.
Due to the high fronthaul capacity, the STS scheme achieves
a lower NDT as MT increases. The proposed scheme, on
the other hand, does not start exploiting the EN caches until
MT = 7, and employs the soft-transfer scheme before that
point, whose performance does not depend on MT in this
case since we have KT = KR . This is because the proposed
scheme uses a placement phase that does not depend on the
fronthaul capacity, whereas the STS scheme optimizes the
cache placement according to the fronthaul rate.
Finally, we compare the NDT under pipelined transmission
in Figure 7. The DYL scheme is omitted as it does not
consider pipelined transmission. We observe similar gains as
in the serial transmission model, thanks to the user caches and
centralized placement at the ENs.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have studied an F-RAN architecture with an arbitrary
number of ENs and users, in which both the ENs and the users
have cache capabilities. The proposed caching and delivery
scheme combines IA, ZF, and IC techniques together with the
soft-transfer fronthauling scheme of [9], and a comparison of
the achievable NDTs with the existing literature is provided.
The proposed scheme takes into account the interplay between

Fig. 7: NDT vs. MT for joint edge and cloud-aided delivery
with pipelined transmission.

the EN caches, user caches, and the fronthaul link capacities,
and it is shown to reduce the end-to-end delay significantly
for a wide range of system parameters.
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